
light - craft lager
This beer style can benefit from a few additional techniques. Please follow the instructions provided in our Guide 
to Craft Brewing (craftabrew.com/beerguide) with these exceptions:

FERMENTATION:
Let your beer ferment for 2 weeks at a temperature between 58 - 68°F, in a dark location. This lager yeast does not require true 
lagering temperatures to produce a lager beer. The yeast can tolerate a temperature up to 72°F, but for best results a cooler 
temperature is ideal. To maintain cool temperatures, try these tips:

•   Stick a fermometer (adhesive thermometer) on your fermenter OR store a lab thermometer in a glass of water next to the   
     fermenter to monitor fermentation temps.
•   Store in a location with stable, cool temperatures - like a chilly basement or a cool hall closet.
• Store your fermenter in a soft cooler bag or hard cooler that seals shut. Add a few ice packs or frozen water bottles. 
 Replace as necessary to maintain a stable fermentation temperature.
• Utilize a mini fridge or chest freezer with a thermostat that will fit your fermenter.

DIACETYL REST:
If you choose to ferment at the low end of the suggested temperature range, we recommend letting the beer temp rise to about 
70°F & maintaining that temp for the last 4 days of fermentation. This is called a “diacetyl rest.” Warmer temps allow the yeast to 
more easily reabsorb diacetyl - an off-flavor that tastes like butter - as it finishes fermenting, cleaning up the flavor of your lager.

COLD CRASHING:
After fermentation is complete, this style can benefit from a technique called “cold crashing” before bottling. After the 2 week 
fermentation, place the carboy (with airlock still installed) in the fridge for 3-5 days. This extended cold storage helps with 
sediment separation and improves clarity. It also helps create a clean, crisp mouthfeel. After 3-5 days of cold crashing, remove 
the carboy from the fridge and proceed with bottling as usual. 
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